FEMINISM AND "SAFE SUBJECTS LIKE THE TAX CODE"

LAWRENCE ZELENAK*

At two points in Taxing Women, Edward McCaffery presents himself as a sort of feminist Byronic hero (if such a thing is possible), persevering against "[o]position . . . from all quarters" to expose the gender biases of tax. From the right, he is suspected of currying favor with the politically correct crowd. From the left, he is told he is wasting his time trying to reform a hopelessly corrupt system. And men who write from a feminist perspective are objects of suspicion, perhaps to both sides. Despite repeated encounters with hostile scholars, McCaffery reports that he "continued to believe in [his] story, and . . . remained true to it throughout." Although he tells all this with a certain amount of irony—he suggests a young Jimmy Stewart might play McCaffery in the movie version—he also clearly means it.

At first reading, McCaffery's tale of adversity is not easy to credit. After all, he is a tenured professor at a leading law school, and his three major works of feminist tax analysis have been published by a prestigious university press and two prestigious law reviews. Nor is McCaffery the only scholar who has succeeded in publishing feminist tax scholarship (and closely related critical race theory tax scholarship) with prestigious journals and presses. At a time when leading
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law reviews publish few tax articles of any kind, a substantial portion of the tax articles which have appeared in top journals are feminist. In addition, a major university press has just published *Taxing America*, a collection of essays whose stated purpose is "to change the tax discourse to include issues of disability discrimination, economic exploitation, heterosexism, sexism, and racism." It hardly seems, from this record, that those making feminist and other left-liberal critiques of the tax laws must struggle to be heard.

On reflection, however, McCaffery's story rings true. Not surprisingly, those at the top of the tax law professor hierarchy are overwhelmingly white men. It is simply a fact that ideas cannot be taken seriously by tax academia, as it is now constituted, unless those ideas are taken seriously by white men. And it seems as if feminist tax analysis has barely dented the consciousness of most of those men. With the exception of McCaffery, all the feminist tax articles in leading journals have been written by women. Of the fourteen contributors to *Taxing America*, only three are men, and only one is a white man. Moreover, none of the three essays by men is feminist. Apparently men, except for McCaffery, just say no to feminist tax analysis.

The male response to the feminist tax project has been silence—a silence more dismissive than criticism.

At the same time the academic tax establishment is ignoring feminist work, feminist tax analysis is being ignored—in a subtler sense—even within the movement. There is very little dialogue in print among feminist tax scholars analyzing the strengths and weaknesses of
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one another's work (although two articles published in 1996 give reason to hope a dialogue may be beginning).14 Ironically, this unwillingness to criticize from within is a different way of not taking feminist tax analysis seriously. Reluctance to criticize from within is certainly understandable. Given the small size and outsider status of the movement, support may seem more important than criticism. The editors of Taxing America suggest this when they report that a series of workshops and conferences "brought together a group of tax scholars in which each of us who previously had felt isolated by the traditional tax analysis that dominated the legal literature and tax conferences now had found intellectual kinship."15

Actually, these scholars would have good reason to feel doubly marginalized, in much the same way McCaffery describes his own situation. Their interest in feminism and critical theory puts them on the fringe of tax scholars, while their interest in the technicalities of tax puts them outside the mainstream of feminist legal scholars. McCaffery notes the latter problem when he describes Taxing Women as "a sort of wake-up call for feminists to pay more attention to large socioeconomic systems like tax."16

The assumption that tax is of no concern to feminists is nicely illustrated by a survey of feminist and other "outsider" legal scholars which asked "whether a colleague had ever suggested the author refrain from writing about critical theory or feminism but write instead about safe subjects like the tax code."17 The question assumes that there is nothing of interest to feminists in "safe subjects like the tax code."

As one would expect of any body of scholarship, and especially of scholarship in an emerging field, the quality of feminist tax scholarship varies widely. In itself that is not a problem. What makes it a problem, however, is that the usual method of winnowing—critical analysis of scholarship in print—is not working very well. Those outside the movement have chosen to ignore it rather than begin a debate, and those within have chosen support at the expense of debate. What feminist tax analysis needs now is to be taken seriously within the
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academy, which means there needs to be a discussion about both feminist objectives and the ability of tax reform to achieve those objectives. In my review of *Taxing Women*, 18 and in my earlier article on the tax treatment of marriage, 19 I have tried to do that—to join in debate with McCaffery and other feminist tax scholars from the point of view of someone sympathetic to the feminist movement but not wholly identified with it. McCaffery’s book is an invitation to discussion; I hope many tax scholars—feminist and non-feminist—accept that invitation.

Incidentally, feminist tax scholarship provides a good case study in the value of student-edited law reviews. The paradox that feminist tax analysis can succeed so well in law review placement, and yet be so shut out by the tax academic establishment, is explained by “the most remarkable institution of the law school world” 20—the student-edited law review. Student editors are open to feminist approaches to tax, even if most of their tax professors are not. 21 Defenders of the student-edited law review model have claimed, as one of its major virtues, that student editors are “less dominated by ‘methodological and intellectual orthodoxies’ than peer review journals in some disciplines seem to be.” 22 This virtue has attendant vices—student editors are more likely to be seduced by mere faddishness, 23 and they are less
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likely to recognize technical competency (or its absence). The quality of the feminist tax articles published by leading student-edited law reviews is uneven; there is certainly an argument that some articles have been "over-placed." Still, if the choice is between the risk that student editors might publish some feminist tax scholarship of dubious merit and the risk that faculty editors might ignore feminist tax scholarship, I will take the risk of student editors.
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